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We show that the minimum-cost function and optimal policy for 
an infinite-stage process may be obtained as the limits of the cor- 
responding quantities for certain finite-stage processes. This result 
is applied to a quadratic-cost process. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let us suppose that we are involved in the production of s items. 
The amounts of these items produced at time n can be represented by 
an s-dimensional production-vector x(n). The cost incurred at time n 
is assumed to depend on both the current and previous levels of produc- 
tion; it will be denoted by It(lz, x(n), X(S - 1)). The total cost for any 
production-policy x = {x(Iz)}:= r is then 
fJm(4 = 2 &, 44, x(n - I)), (1) 
n=1 
where the initial level of production is given by 
x(0) = 6. (9 
We shall assume that each h(n, y, z) is a known, nonrandom function 
of the vectors y and z, which is always finite and nonnegative. We also 
* Sections of this paper are taken from a thesis submitted to the Department 
of Mathematics, Harvard University. 
t Operated with support from the U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Force. 
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postulate the existence of a policy x* = {X*(S)}:= i having finite total 
cost, i.e., 
H&x*) = i h( n, X*(n), X*(+2 - 1)) < m. (3) 
n=l 
The problem then is to choose a policy x which minimizes H,(x). It is 
possible for this minimum not to exist, in which case we will require a 
sequence of policies which approaches the greatest lower bound of H,(x). 
Accordingly, we define the minimum-cost function to be 
fm = g.1.b. H,(x). (4) 
In view of Eq. (3) and the nonnegativity of 12, fm is finite. If an optimal 
policy x, = {~&)}n”=~ exists, it will satisfy the equation 
fm = H&m). (5) 
II. SOLUTION 
In order to solve this problem we first introduce the N-stage process, 
for which an optimal policy (xN(lz)}z= i is assumed to exist. Defining the 
N-stage cost function 
HN(x) = z’h(n, x(n), x(n 
?a=1 
and its minimum 
fN = min H,v(x), 
we have 
fN = H&iv). 
1))s (6) 
(7) 
(8) 
The recurrence equation technique of dynamic programming1 enables 
us to compute fN and XN. The following three lemmas then enable us to 
compute f, and x, for certain processes. 
’ See K. Bellman, “Dynamic Programming.” Princeton Univ. I?ress, 1957. 
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LEMMA 1. lim jn exists and satisfies 
N+CC 
lim fiv < fdU. P) 
N-+rn 
PROOF: From definition (7) and the nonnegativity of 12, we see that 
iN\<t~+l, N=l,-“,... . (10) 
From definitions (4) and (7) we have 
fNdfa3-c 00, N = 1,2,. . . . (11) 
Thus the sequence fN is monotonically nondecreasing and bounded, and 
hence convergent. Equation (9) then follows from Eq. (11). 
LEMMA 2. Su@ose that 
lim Iz(N + 1, x*(N + I), xiv(N)) = 0. 
N-+CC 
(12) 
Then 
lim f~ = fm. (13) 
h'-+m 
PROOF: Choose N, large enough so that both 
JO’ + 1, x*(N + l), XN(N)) < E, N>,N, (14) 
and 
2 It@, x*(n), x*(n - 1)) < F, N>N,. (15) 
REN 
Applying Eq. (4) to the policy 
x(n) = 
xN(@, ?%,<N 
x*(n), rc>N+l, 
we see that 
ih(fi. xN(d, xN(fl - 1)) + h(N + 1, x*(N + 1)s XN(N)) + 
n=1 
(17) 
2 h(n, x*(n), x*(n - 1)) 3 fm. 
n=N+2 
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Combining Eqs. (S), (14), (15), and (17) we have 
fN >, for, - 2G N >, N,,, 
so that 
lim fN>fx. 
N--PC0 
W) 
(19) 
Equation (13) then follows. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that each h(n, y, z) is a co&wow fulzction of 
y and z, and that the limit 
x,(n) = lim xiv(n) W) 
N--+aj 
exists for all rz. Then (x&n)),“, r is an optimal policy for the infinite process, 
and Eq. (13) holds. 
PROOF: We first define 
hNh Y, 4 = I 
h(n, Y, z) n<N 
o n>N+l. (21) 
Then for any definition of xhT(n) for n >, N + 1 (e.g., xN(n) = x*(n) 
n >, N + 1) we have 
fN = 2 hN@, XN(n), xN(fl - 1)). 
n=l 
(22) 
We now let N + co in Eq. (22). We can take the limit term by term 
on the right side, provided the individual terms converge and the series 
converges uniformly in N. Since from Eq. (21) we have 
hm hN(n, XN(%), xN(n - 1)) =NIFm h(n, xN(n), xN(n - l)), (23) 
N--km 
while from Eq. (20) and the continuity of Iz 
lim 0, XN(n), xN(n - 1)) = h(n, x0(n), x&n - I)), 
N-+.X 
we see that 
m 
lim fN= ch( n, x0(n), x0@ - l)), 
N-+CC 
%X1 
(25) 
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the proof of uniform convergence being postponed. But from Eq. (4) 
we know that 
Combining Eqs. (9), (25), and (26) we see that Eq. (13) holds, and also that 
3 
/m = Jyh(n, x&q, x,(n - I)), (27) 
fi :-: , 
i.e., that X, = {x,,(Pz)]~= r is an optimal policy for the infinite process. 
We now show that the series in Eq. (22) converges uniformly in N. 
Since the hN’s are all nonnegative, this requires finding an No such that 
2 It”@, x&z), x,v(n - 1)) <F, A’ = I, 2,. . . (28) 
iI = N, 2. I
From Lemma 1 we know that fN is a monotonically nondecreasing con- 
vergent sequence, so that there exists an NO such that 
and 
IS, G fN < lim f,v, N>,N,. (30) 
S-+CC 
Hence 
fN, 2 fN - t‘, N 3 N,,. (31) 
But by definitions (7) and (21) 
so that 
zhN(n, xN(fi), X&Z -- 1)) > fn - E, AT > N,,. (33) 
n=l 
Combining Eqs. (22) and (33) we see that Eq. (28) holds for N > NO. 
That it also holds for N < NO follows at once from Eq. (21). 
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III. APPLICATION 
We shall apply our results to the process having the quadratic cost 
function 
4% Y, 4 = [Y - 441’ A(4 [Y - WI + [y - 21’ B(n) [y - 21, (34) 
where d(n) is the demand-vector at time n, and A(n) and B(S) are positive 
definite matrices. If we assume that the policy x* has finite total cost, 
we have the equation 
i; (,+, - 4~)l’W) [x*(4 - WI + (35) 
*=1 
[x*(n) - x*(n - I)]’ B(n) [x*(n) - x*(n - I)]) < 00. 
In order to apply Lemma 3 we must establish the validity of Eq. (20). 
This will involve studying the N-stage process in some detail. We first 
define the minimum-cost function for times n through N inclusive, 
x(n - 1) being given, viz., 
.v 
f&b x(n. - 1)) = xin)mlfxlN) Jl w 4% 4; - 1)). 
t=n 
An immediate consequence of this definition is the recurrence equation 
fN(T x(n - 1)) = ~fi P(n, x(n), x(n - 1)) + f~(n + 1, x(4)1, n < N. 
(37) 
Under the assumption that k is quadratic (Eq. (34)), frv(n, x(n - 1)) 
turns out to be a quadratic function of x(n - 1). We may write 
this as 
f.dn, 4% - 1)) = Lx@ - 1) - wh)l’ W&I [x(n - 1) - c&t)] + UN(B), 
(38) 
where uN(n) is a nonnegative scalar, vlv(n) is an s-dimensional vector, 
and W,(n) is a positive definite matrix. Furthermore, if we set 
x(n - 1) = xN(n - 1) in Eq. (37), then the minimizing value of z(n) 
will be equal to xN(n), and will be given by the formula 
x~(n) = [A(n) + B(n) + WN(~ + 1)1-l (39) 
X iA( i- B(s)xN(~~ - 1) + wN(n + l)v~(n -t l)], n < N. 
Recurrence formulas for ztN($z), zfN(fz), and W,(S) in terms of ztSY(~z + I), 
z)~(E + I), and W2$,(n t 1) can also be obtained, but will not be needed 
here. 
We next observe that since h is nonnegati\~c~ 
/fiv(% x(fi - 1)) < /It +1(% x(* - 1))s II s; x, all X(IZ --~ I) (40) 
and 
f&% x(fi - 1)) < fm(% x(n - I)), 7b z$ N, all x(92 - l), (41) 
where f,(l~, $1~ - 1)) has the obvious definition generalizing Eq. (4). 
We may also write 
j&z, x(?z - 1)) < [X(?Z - 1) - x*(n)J’ (42) 
x B(4[x(fi - 1) - x*(n)1 + +4, all x(n - l), 
where we have set 
~(4 = Ix*(n) - d(n)] A(n) [X*(B) - d(fi)] + 2 h(i, x*(i), A+’ - I)). 
i-n :l 
(43) 
In view of Eq. (35), r(n) is finite. 
From Eqs. (40) and (41) we see that 
lim {/A+, x(fz - 1))) exists for all ~2, x(n 
S-+m 
We shall also show that 
~4~(n) = lim UN(~) exists for all 12, 
N+m 
v,(n) = lim UN(N) exists for all %, 
S-km 
W,(n) = lim W,(n) exists for all 12. 
ii+m 
1). (44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
These equations, together with Eqs. (2) and (39), lead us to a simple 
inductive proof (on n) of the statement 
x0(n) = lim xN(n) exists for all s. (48) 
N+cc 
Lemma 3 may then be applied, showing that {x,,(n)}~= I is an optimal 
policy for the infinite-stage process, and that 
jo&, x(fi - 1)) = [X(% - 1) - %&)l'W&)[4~ - 1) - Q41 + u&j. 
(49) 
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In order to establish Eq. (45) we proceed as follows. Combining 
Eqs. (38) and (40), with X(?L - I) = zl+v(~ + l), we have 
[vn(fi - 1) - UN@)]’ W,(n) [~N(~~ -!- 1) - UN@)] + (50) 
UN(n) d ghr+l(fi)> n <IV. 
Since W,(n) is positive definite we conclude that 
UN(n) <UN+&), n < N. (51) 
Similarly, from Eqs. (38), (41), and (42) we have 
MN(n) d r(n), n,<N. (52) 
Equation (45) then follows. 
We next establish Eq. (47). Combining Eqs. (38) and (40) we 
have 
o< [qn- 1) -Z'N-l(n)l'WN+l(n)[x(n - 1) -%v+1(fl)! +%%+1(*) - 
[x()2 - 1) - %+'b)]' WN(n)[+'t - 1) - UN@)] - uh+), 
n < N, all x(n - 1). (531 
(1 < [X(% - I)]’ [w,+&) - wN(n)][+ - l)] - 2[%(% - I)]' (54) 
x [WN+l(+N+&) - WN(+V(fi)] + . . ., IL <N, all x(fi -- I). 
We conclude that WNtl(n) - W,( n is nonnegative definite. Otherwise, ) 
we could find a vector y such that y’[W~+i(1~) - WN(lz)]y < 0. Setting 
x(n. - 1) = ky, and letting k -+ + 03, we would then obtain a contradic- 
tion to Eq. (54). Thus we have 
0 < WN,lb) - Wh+), Yl<N. 
Similarly, using Eqs. (38), (41), and (42) we find that 
(55) 
0 < B(n) - W,(n), n<N. (56) 
Ry applying tii, the unit-vector in the ith direction, to both sides of 
equations (55) and (56) we see that the ith diagonal elements of W,(n) 
form a bounded monotonic sequence 
[WN(n)lii d [wN+l(vl)lii d [B(fl)]ii, n<N. (57) 
Thus the diagonal elements in Eq. (47) converge. Now applying t$ + +, 
the same argument shows that [W,(rz)lii + 2[JV,(n)]+ + [WN(%)‘jii 
converges, so that also the off-diagonal elements converge. 
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Finally, we establish Eq. (46). F ram Eqs. (44) and (45) we see that 
lim ([x(92 -- 1) -- zl.~(n)]’ Ws(n)ix(~7 - 1) - 71y(tz)]} (58) 
x-+os 
exists for all x(n - I). 
In particular, setting x(92 - 1) = 0 we halre 
lim {[vrv(~)l'W~(n)[vn(lz)!} exists. (59) 
N-+n 
Also, from Eq. (47), 
lim ([x(rt - I)J’WN(~~) [x(n - l)]} exists for all x(n - 1). (60) 
1V4m 
Combining Eqs. (58)-(60) we find that 
lim { [x(n - 1)l’ WA+) [w(41} exists for all x(n - 1). (61) 
N--trn 
Therefore 
lim (W,(n)v,(n)) exists. 
‘V-+Or 
(62) 
But W,(n), being positive definite, has an inverse. So does Wo(~) since, 
as the increasing limit of a sequence of positive definite matrices, it too 
is positive definite. And 
lim [W,(w)]-’ = [WJ*)]-‘. (63) 
A+ m 
Thus 
;~,{vNwj =,!~m{iWN(wl Pfbwh~(fi)l} (64) 
= lim [wN(%)]-’ zFrn [WN(~)~N(%)], 
N--t% 
which completes the proof of Eq. (46). 
